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A  TIME  OF  CHANGE  &

POSSIBILITY

We live in times of unprecedented change and volatility. As we

begin to emerge from a global pandemic, business leaders

from across industries are taking this opportunity to reimagine

a different kind of future. A future where human experience

and ingenuity are placed at the centre of a purpose-driven

Enterprise; where meaning and values are united and teams

are empowered to take control and realize their full potential. 

The possibilities are endless. In a recent Deloitte report, 70% of

leaders said they don’t believe their organisations are

prepared for another such disruption, despite the majority

believing disruption will become a more regular event. To

prepare, leaders are prioritizing investments to build resilience

and agility into their organizations. There is a new sense of

urgency to invest in strategic, workforce and technology

solutions that enhance these capabilities. While this presents

an exciting opportunity for many solution providers, most sales

teams are not yet ready to take advantage of this momentum

for change.

For any enterprise keen to initiate a positive change to their

sales model, this short guide takes a practical look at what is

often holding back success and how to transform by

embracing 3 key principles to deliver sustainable long-term

growth. 

Customer-First Strategy: An Age-Old Imperative Redefined

Performance Under Pressure: The Rising Challenge

Transformation Journey to Deep Performance Selling

Principle 1: Deep Customer-Centricity

Principle 2: Deep Collaboration

Principle 3: Deep Learning & Capability-Building

A Practical Checklist for Deep Performance Selling

The Enabler: The Power of Animis Technology
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fragmented + transactional experience

 = reduced trust + increased churn

CUSTOMER-FIRST  STRATEGY:  AN
AGE-OLD  IMPERATIVE  REDEFINED

Connected journeys: seamless experiences, not transactional

interactions across siloed teams.

Personalized value: expert analysis with tailored insights

relevant to their business goals and challenges.

Insights for innovation:  ideas that challenge the status quo,

experiments that open new opportunities and partners in

continuous innovation. 

Buyer enablement: support in advancing their knowledge,

gathering functional business requirements, designing &

validating solutions and building their stakeholder advocacy

& consensus.

As businesses strive to re-ignite growth, their expectations as

customers are higher than ever. They seek vendors who can play

a valuable role in helping them achieve the continuous innovation

they need to succeed in the years ahead. And they are

demanding richer experiences at every step along the way:

It’s a complex and ever-changing landscape that today’s sales

teams must navigate to win. This presents a new and escalating

challenge for many, who are not set up to engage and provide

value in this way. Most still operate in silos with limited

customer-centred collaboration.  

But this game is far from lost and a move to deeper customer-

centricity can radically set you apart from the rest.
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PERFORMANCE  UNDER  PRESSURE:

THE  RISING  CHALLENGE

The numbers speak for themselves. 

57% of sellers consistently miss quota with win rates in some

industries now as low as 15%. More than 40% of all opportunities

simply stagnate as teams struggle to deliver the value

customers expect and build stakeholder consensus to buy. 

As pressure grows, leaders double-down on productivity to

bridge revenue gaps. Teams rise to the challenge through hard

work and determination, but all too often the results are modest

and temporary. Disillusionment soon sets in as frustration

grows with ineffective sales methods. Today, the attrition rate

in sales is 34% with average tenure in role at just 18 months. It’s

a perfect storm of dissatisfied customers, frustrated sellers and

leadership running out of ideas.

The time is right for transformation. 

We need a transformation that recognizes how customer

expectations and buying behaviours have radically changed

and that resets the relationship between customer and vendor.

We need to move to a future of work where teams are

empowered to focus on customer needs and deliver the value

they expect at each stage of the customer journey; to become a

trusted innovation partner thats helps customers to adapt and

thrive in their markets. We need a transformation that delivers

sustainable growth and shared success for all. 

.

achieve
sales quotas 

win rates

<50% 15% 40% 
pipeline

stagnation

34%
sales team
attrition 

18 months
average tenure
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THE  SOLUTION? TRANSFORMATION  TO  DEEP  PERFORMANCE  SELLING  

To deliver lasting change and performance improvement, we need a transformation to ‘Deep’. A new way

of selling that brings people together - to work towards a shared vision of customer and business success;

where teams are empowered to grow and achieve their full potential; where richer customer experience

(CX) is delivered at every step along the way; where value, creativity and continuous innovation become

the fuel for sustained growth and success. 

Why do 73% of all business  transformation

initiatives fail  to deliver lasting change? 

 

Over-reliance on tech.

 

The business prioritizes productivity

and automation as the lever to enhance

performance which drives efficiency

not quality of outcome. Results are

temporary. The customer experiences

few long-term benefits. 

 

 

Lack of shared vision.

 

Transformation initiatives are

siloed, internally focused with

no shared strategy & KPIs for

collective change across

business stakeholders.

 

 

 

Limited focus on capabilities.

 

Learning is tactical and reactive. The

priority is increasing access to

knowledge. Businesses struggle to

develop higher level skills to deliver

sustainable performance

improvement.
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The momentum for reinvention and change is with us

Deep Customer-Centricity
 

“We create exceptional customer value”

Teams work together to create tailored

customer experiences at each stage of

the buyer journey that inspire and build

consensus to buy.

Deep Learning

 

“We learn and evolve together” 

Teams are empowered with data

and insights to take control of their

performance and develop the skills

and capabilities needed to

performance at the highest levels.

Deep Collaboration
 

“We are truly successful together”

Teams are orchestrated around the

end-to-end customer journey. There

are shared goals and measures of

success at each stage of the

customer journey. 
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DEEP  CUSTOMER-

CENTRICITY

In today’s customer-led world, teams need to understand

how customer buying processes work and how decisions are

made. They must engage with stakeholders to identify needs

and buying criteria and they must be able to build advocacy

and consensus to buy. This is not a easy task for any sales

team given that most buying decision making groups are

diverse with as many as 10+ stakeholders from across the

organization. It’s a complex and evolving dynamic teams

must navigate to succeed. When they fail, inertia quickly sets

in and opportunities are lost.

At the heart of any customer-centric strategy lies a desire to

help customers win. However, in recent years the term

'customer-centricity' has become overused and has lost

much of its meaning. Whilst, significant improvements have

been made in personalized marketing outreach there has

been little attention paid to the customer's buying experience

itself.

 

Research: Develop a deep understanding of

the customers business, industry trends and

competitor value propositions - key to

building early trust and credibility.

Personalization: Create tailored insights to

spark customer imagination and create

compelling reason to interact. “Say

something new- I need to know more”

Reframe: Identify customer mindsets and

create a pathway to new desired mental

models. Challenge the status quo to create

new ways of thinking.

Advocacy: Build stakeholder knowledge.

Create active promoters to help drive

advocacy across decision making groups. 

Consensus: Drive convergence of stakeholder

thinking using agreed validation and selection

criteria. Tackle objections. Drive consensus to

buy.
Create custom sales workflows aligned to individual customer

needs. Deliver personalized, high value experiences across the

customer journey.

Create personalized stakeholder interactions, capture buyer

satisfaction, promoter status and consensus to buy.

CHECK OUT THESE ANIMIS FEATURES

1.

2.

5 THINGS TO ENABLE 

DEEP CUSTOMER-CENTRICITY
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Take a Look

 

Animis can help

you build Deep

Customer-

Centricity

REQUEST A DEMO
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DEEP  COLLABORATION  

Selling today requires more cross-functional team

collaboration than ever before. As the complexity of customer

buying increases and the solutions we sell become more

technical, ‘purposeful’ team collaboration becomes critical to

success. 

In recent years we’ve seen huge efforts to improve

collaboration across teams. However, in truth, most gains

have been been in improving efficiency rather than in the

quality of work done and it’s efficacy. 

Whilst it’s become a lot easier to communicate and share

information, most organizations have yet to achieve the

purposeful collaboration so urgently needed to meet today’s

customer expectations. To succeed we need a transformation

to ‘‘Deep collaboration’ 

 

R&R: Ensure all team members know their

role. Align purpose & mission. Define role &

responsibilities at each stage of the customer

journey. 

Tasks & KPIs: Standardize key ‘tasks to be

done’ to maximize performance outcomes.

Assign tasks to team members. Align to

shared KPIs.

Autonomy & Trust: Empower teams to take

control of their performance, to adapt &

respond to individual customer needs.

Transition away from top-down command

structures that won’t scale.

Co-Create & Innovate: Promote and

celebrate team creativity and innovation.

Make visible and share across the

organization.

Collective Performance: Recognize each

team members contributions. Prioritize the

collective performance. “We are truly

successful together”.

Create team workflows with embedded work phases, auto-

assigned tasks, decision making & sign-off points.

Give visibility to team member interactions and individual

contributions across the customer journey. Drive high levels of

ownership and peer-accountability. 

CHECK OUT THESE ANIMIS FEATURES

1.

2.

5 THINGS TO ENABLE 

DEEP COLLABORATION
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Take a Look

 

Animis can help

you build Deep

Collaboration

REQUEST A DEMO
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DEEP  LEARNING

We’ve seen an explosion in technology-enabled learning that

has given people more access to learning than ever before.

Despite this, most leaders say they have seen little evidence

of learning translating into tangible performance

improvement. There is a growing realisation that traditional

linear-training methods, which can often be tactical and

reactive, are not helping organizations to build the advanced

skills and capabilities they need to thrive in today’s complex

and ambiguous world. 

To succeed we need a transformation to ‘Deep’ learning.

Deep learning occurs when teams learn together by doing. It

drives collective transformation and builds high

performance capabilities. Learning is autonomous and self-

directed. It builds self-confidence and self-efficacy through

inquiry. It lifts average performers and enhances

interdependency - key to unlocking sustainable high

performance.

 

Reset Direction Redefine the outcomes of

learning. Implement new collective learning

strategies. Celebrate the development of

higher-level skills and capabilities. 

Measures of Success: Define new ways to

measure individual and collective learning

and behaviour change. Understand the

relationship between skills, competencies and

performance.

Learn in the Flow: Integrate learning into

workflows. Enable self-directed learning so

teams can take control. Provide skill analysis

and personalized learning paths to enhance

engagement and learning.

Empower teams to take control of their performance with

personalized learning plans in-the-flow.

Decode what the best teams do differently. Spot skill and

capability gaps. Share practices to scale high performance

selling.

CHECK OUT THESE ANIMIS FEATURES

1.

2.

3 THINGS TO ENABLE 

DEEP LEARNING
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Take a Look

 

Animis can help

you build Deep

Learning

REQUEST A DEMO
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Teams ask customers what does

success look like for them? What does

an exceptional buying experience look

like from their perspective? Where

would the customer like most help and

support from you as the vendor?

Teams can say something different,

They create a new perspective that

challenges current thinking and builds

ambition. They build customer

advocacy and consensus for a

different kind of future

Ask, listen, learn

Challenge & inspire

Turn CX into differentiation
Teams work together to make every

customer interaction a memorable

experience that delivers value and

creates differentiation for your

products and services. Help customers

to advance the buying process and

overcome stakeholder indecision.

Break down silos
Teams are aligned to a common

mission with shared goals and

measures of success. There are clearly

defined responsibilities and objectives

to achieve at each stage of the

customer journey.

Strategy & co-creativity 
Teams work together to build strategic

relationships and maximize every

opportunity. They co-create tailored

interactions that elevate the customer

experience, build demand and drive

consensus to buy,

Integrate into the workflow
Team collaboration is integrated into

the workflow. There is visibility to team

member engagement and contribution.

Everyone is clear about what

collaboration success looks like and

how they are performing as a team. 

Teams self-regulate and are in control

of their learning and development.

Teams receive continuous feedback

about performance and development

opportunities. The is a high degree of

engagement and accountability. 

A culture of learn-by-doing
Teams learn by doing together. It

drives collective transformation and

builds high performance capabilities.

There is always an expectation for

more learning. Learning is continuous.

Autonomy & self-direction

Empowerment & enablement
Teams take account to bridge skill

gaps and develop higher level

competencies. Build self-confidence

and self-efficacy through inquiry.

Enhance inter-dependency to lift

average performance. Scale practices

across the organization.

Deep Customer-Centricity
“We create exceptional customer value”

 

Deep Collaboration
“We are truly successful together”

Deep Learning
"We learn and evolve together"

TAKE THE READINESS ASSESSMENT 

 FOR TIPS & RECOMMENDATIONS

Evaluate where your organization is

today and prioritise your next steps to

Deep-Performance Selling.

P
R
A
C
T
IC
A
L

 C
H
E
C
K
L
IS
T
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Animis is the First Sales Collaboration

Platform that Powers 

Deep Performance Selling. 

 

 

Team collaboration

Orchestrate your team’s collective ingenuity to make sense of complex

customer scenarios and changing opportunities. Empower deep

collaboration for creative and innovative thinking. Stay one step ahead

of the customer to deliver value where it matters.

 

Custom sales journeys

Create tailored workflows that flex and respond to changing customer

needs and buying scenarios. Cultivate deep customer-centricity to

foster winning partnerships. Forge team engagement around customer

stakeholders to drive consensus to buy.

 

Capability building

Drive forward-looking action with deep insights into team orchestration

and selling effectiveness. Nurture the power of autonomy and self-

development. Use shared learnings for continuous improvement to

make everyone a winner.
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The Journey to Deep Performance Selling doesn't

need to bring added complexity

Find out how we can help you to 

transform your team-selling performance. 

Arrange a chat, ask us a question or request

your personalized demo of 

the Animis platform today.

 

The Future is Here

SEND US A REQUEST
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